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Minnesota Rural Urban Connections 
We are all in this together!
In Minnesota today, as in many states across the nation, rural and 
urban lines continue to blur ! spatially, culturally and economi-
cally. Instead of continuing to treat these interdependent places, 
people and economies as separate entities, Minnesota Rural 
Partners, Inc. (MRP) believes more can be gained – socially and 
economically – by intentionally building a rural urban partnering 
framework that supports existing partnerships and spurs many 
more new connections, coordination and collaboration for the 
bene"t of all. 

 Since October 2009, MRP has been co-hosting a national pilot 
initiative, with USDA Rural Development Rural Business - Co-
operative Service to document and leverage the power of rural 
urban connections and resource sharing to foster increased in-
novation and job and wealth creation for the state as a whole. #is 
pilot project concludes in April 2011.

#e work builds on years of e$orts that MRP, Inc. has organized 
in resource coordination and sharing, rural entrepreneurship 
development and community informatics across Minnesota, 
working originally as Minnesota’s state rural development council 
beginning in the mid 1990s.

#is report!Pilot Study: Estimating Rural and Urban Minnesota’s 
Interdependencies!represents a critical portion of the pilot initia-
tive, as it quantitatively illustrates the economic importance of 
rural Minnesota to all of Minnesota’s economic health and well 
being. #e report is particularly successful in showing how urban 
Minnesota bene"ts, or loses, when rural Minnesota prospers or 
declines. #e pilot study provides measures of how rural urban 
linkages drive wealth and innovation in a state’s economy.

Forward: 
A Rural Urban Partnering Framework

“Rural development is much more 
than agriculture development; it 
entails real linkages to local, national 
and international resources, markets, 
distribution, services and enterprises. 
Similarly, in the real world, urban 
development, which is sustained by rural 
production of food, industrial crops and 
natural resources, has never occurred 
in isolation of rural development. !ese 
observations are su"cient by themselves to 
suggest the need for be#er understanding 
of the nature, including costs and bene$ts 
that %ow &om rural-urban linkages and 
their interaction.”

Rural-Urban Linkages: An Emerging Policy Priority, 
!e United Nations Development Programme, Bureau 
of Development Policy, September 2000 p. 54
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In addition to this report, 
the pilot initiative has spurred:

• Minnesotans talking and thinking about the 
interdependence between rural and urban areas, as well 
as future opportunities arising from stronger rural urban 
connections. #is was accomplished through a series of 
videoconferences connecting every region of the state from 
January to April 2010, followed by a face-to-face Rural 
Urban Gathering in June, 2010, alongside the Symposium 
on Small Towns hosted in Morris, Minnesota. #e outreach 
was supported by our project blog, Rurb.Mn, organized 
with assistance from MinnPost.com.

• An interactive map of existing rural urban connections 
developed with the help of individual Minnesotans, 
businesses, agencies, nonpro"ts, economic development 
groups, academic institutions, foundations, associations 
and related groups. #e map provides a detailed online 
inventory and mapping of the partnering already occurring 
to show its strength, breadth and depth, and the economic, 
demographic and cultural factors at work, and spotlight 
opportunities for other helpful connections and partnering. 
Being able to see the existing connections increases 
understanding of the depth and dynamics of the linkages 
between rural and urban Minnesota and our inherent 
interdependence. 

•  Renewal of a framework for rural urban partnerships 
that can lead to new connections, coordination and 
collaboration to bene"t the state. #is includes the 
formation of a Rural Urban Partnering Steering Commi%ee 
to further develop the evolution and governance of a Rural 
Urban Partnering Framework that could more intentionally 
leverage rural urban connections to help Minnesota thrive.

Our aim is to develop more focused rural–urban coordination 
and resource sharing and to spur innovation and wealth cre-
ation in a host of development arenas. We are working to build 
a solid foundation of urban allies for rural policy development 
and advocacy so that rural Minnesota is not an a&erthought 
in state policymaking but front and center as a key economic 
and social engine for Minnesota’s current and future economic 
growth.

We are grateful for the "nancial support of the United States 
Department of Agriculture to carry out this project, and for the 
support and encouragement we received early on and through-
out this project from USDA Deputy Under Secretary for Rural 
Development, Victor Vasquez, and USDA’s Minnesota State 
Director of Rural Development, Colleen Landkamer.

I am personally thankful for the assistance we received from the 
MRP, Inc. board members, and my colleagues on this project: 
Deb Miller Slipek, Emily Kissane, Kate Searls, Linden Weiswer-
da, Christy James and Pam Matchie, without whom this project 
would not have been a%empted or completed.

Jane Leonard, former president of Minnesota Rural Partners, 
Inc. and instigator of the Rural Urban Connections project, 
November 2010
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#is pilot study begins by using cluster analysis tools provided 
by #e Innovation in American Regions Project to arrive at 
estimates of the distribution of jobs between the Twin Cit-
ies region (urban) and the rest of Minnesota (rural). We next 
selected one cluster (manufacturing) and conducted input-
output analysis (using IMPLAN so&ware) to arrive at estimates 
of the linkages between rural and urban businesses and econo-
mies. Finally, we compared two clusters (manufacturing and 
agribusiness) in terms of the nature of their rural urban linkages 
and their general contributions to economic vitality for Min-
nesota as a whole. We are aware that there are numerous ways in 
which this research could be improved and should be extended 
(although we do not have the funding to do so at this time). 
However it is clear that this approach has enormous value for 
improving understanding of how and when rural urban linkages 
drive wealth and innovation in a state’s economy.

Overview

“… there is a high degree of connectedness 
between metropolitan and rural America. 
No bright lines separate the two types 
of areas, either geographically or 
economically. If metropolitan American is 
to drive national prosperity, metropolitan 
areas will need a healthy and sustainable 
rural economy and culture. Likewise, if 
rural America is to %ourish, it will surely 
depend on vibrant, well-functioning cities 
and suburbs.”
Brian Dabson, Rural-Urban Interdependence: Why 
Metropolitan and Rural America Need Each Other, A 
Background Paper Prepared for !e Blueprint for American 
Prosperity, Metropolitan Policy Program at !e Brookings 
Institute, November 2007, p. 3.
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Most Minnesotans agree that our rural and urban areas compli-
ment one another. Certainly many urban residents value the 
rural areas for their recreational opportunities and scenic beauty. 
Minnesota’s agricultural, mining and timber areas, and the small 
towns that grew up around them, are o&en identi"ed as the well-
spring of Minnesota’s work ethic and values!honesty, loyalty, 
cooperation and ingenuity. 

But, in the current era of government austerity and hard choices, 
these positive a%ributes are not likely to a%ract the resources 
needed to keep rural Minnesota healthy and vibrant. Some 
observers suggest we now live in a period where it’s “every com-
munity for itself!” #is view predicts that rural communities, 
challenged to independently a%ract business investments or 
population growth in their taxpayer base, will instead receive the 
sad, but unavoidable, consequences of funding depletion and 
neglect. 

#e worldview that supports indi$erence to rural Minnesota’s 
economic and cultural vitality is built on a fundamental igno-
rance, a lack of insight regarding the material ways in which rural 
and urban areas are interdependent; how they are linked to each 
other in relational exchanges that provide for mutual bene"ts 
and losses. #is pilot study illustrates a few of the ways in which 
Minnesota’s continued prosperity and innovation are most aptly 
appreciated as grounded in a network of rural urban connec-
tions. 

#is pilot study combines two established approaches to mea-
sure the economic interdependencies between rural and urban 
Minnesota and reaches two major conclusions:

First, the economic dependence of urban Minnesota on rural Min-
nesota is real, measurable and signi!cant. Development dollars spent 
in rural Minnesota will bene!t both urban and rural businesses and 
populations.

Second, all development investments will not have identical impacts 
on rural urban trade "ows and job creation. While two stones of the 
same size dropped into the same pond might create identical ripple 
e#ects, economic development investments into rural Minnesota will 
have very di#erent impacts (both within the rural region and on 
urban centers) on business and consumer spending and job creation 
based on the speci!c industrial cluster targeted. Planners can antici-
pate varying “formulas” for impacts to business and consumer spend-
ing and new jobs creation subsequent to a change in output for speci!c 

Executive Summary

I grew up in southern Minnesota but 
lived in the Twin Cities and Washington 
D.C. during my college years. I loved the 
experience, but my choice was {to return 
to} living in southern Minnesota. My home 
is on a farm near Truman, my business 
is in Fairmont, but the market for our 
products is national. 

Perhaps my company is unique, or it 
is because our products bridge the gap 
between rural and urban on many levels – 
that I feel no barriers. We have subscribers 
&om the Twin Cities and across the 
country. We have writers &om the Twin 
Cities and across the country. We publish 
stories about people across the country.  
It didn’t ma#er to Rosalynn Carter that 
our magazine, Caregiving in America 
was published in southern Minnesota, she 
still wanted to be a part of it. Nor has it 
ma#ered to any national organization 
wanting to participate. 

Kay Sauck, President, Sauck Media, Fairmont, MN 
at one of eight MRP, Inc/USDA sponsored video 
conferences 
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industry clusters. Increasing the output of some clusters will generate 
relatively more new part-time local jobs, a desirable feature in some 
regions. Likewise, by stimulating the output of another industry 
cluster, planners can expect to see relatively more full-time urban and 
rural positions. $e approach outlined in this pilot research allows 
planners to consider not only the overall economic impact, but also 
the speci!c employment requirements of their region.

As a pilot study, our approach was, by design, narrow in focus 
and simpli"ed in structure. Despite this, the results provide clear 
and measurable projections of the degree to which urban busi-
nesses and people are dependent on their rural colleagues.

#e results also point to several areas for future research.

• Rural Minnesota provides critical employment in a number 
of the most sought a&er industry sectors. Forty  percent of 
Minnesota’s total employment in 17 targeted industry clusters 
takes place in rural Minnesota. 

• Well over half of the state’s jobs in the following clusters are 
located outside the urban region:

• Education and Knowledge Creation
• Energy (Fossil and Renewable)
• Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and Tourism
• Agribusiness, Food Processing & Technology
• Forest and Wood Products
• Glass and Ceramics
• Mining

• Forty-seven percent of Minnesota’s manufacturing cluster 
output originates in rural Minnesota.

• Minnesota’s urban region receives substantial economic 
bene"ts from improved prosperity among its rural neighbors. 

• If rural Minnesota’s manufacturing cluster experiences 
a 6 percent growth in output ($1 billion), the urban 
area picks up 16 percent of all the jobs gained and 38 
percent of all additional output. 

• #e reverse is also true: a $1 billion decrease in 
manufacturing output in rural Minnesota results in 
1,043 jobs lost and a loss of $207, 822,848 in revenue 
among Twin Cities area businesses.

• Certain clusters have a footprint spread more evenly between 
rural and urban regions. For instance, agribusiness has very 
li%le output originating in the urban region (only 15 percent 
of the total statewide output), while manufacturing is almost 
evenly split (53 percent of the total statewide output originates 
in the urban region). 

• Even though $1 billion is a smaller change in output 
for the agribusiness cluster (3 percent) than it is for the 
manufacturing cluster (6 percent), those billion dollars of 
additional agribusiness output generate 12 percent more 
subsequent dollars of spending captured in Minnesota and 
13 percent more new jobs than would the same dollar value 
increase in manufacturing output.

• #e rural urban distribution of a cluster’s suppliers varies 
depending on the industry cluster. 

•  Over three-quarters of agribusiness’s subsequent 
increase in output (the statewide “ripple e$ect”) 
comes in the form of increased business-to-business 
sales. More than three-quarters of that stays in rural 
Minnesota.

•  Almost two-thirds of manufacturing’s “ripple e$ect” 
comes in the form of increased business-to-business 
sales. Nearly half of manufacturing’s increased 
business-to-business sales occurs in the urban region.

• Increased consumer spending and investment activities, as a 
result of increases in agribusiness and manufacturing output, 
bene"ts Minnesota’s urban region in fairly similar ways.

• Urban Minnesota realizes close to 30 percent of the 
additional consumer spending and investing activity 
due to an increase in either rural manufacturing or 
rural agribusiness output.

• #e urban jobs added due to rural output increases were 
very similar between agribusiness and manufacturing. 
Seven of the Top Ten Sectors for job growth were identical. 
#ese seven sectors account for about 40 percent of the 
urban job growth for both manufacturing and agribusiness 
clusters.

Key Findings
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Methodology
We began with a simpli"ed cluster approach, in which we used in-
dustry cluster categories to examine the rural urban distribution 
of jobs. Industry cluster analysis identi"es business sectors that 
are geographically concentrated and rely on the same network of 
suppliers, customers, infrastructure, workforce and other resourc-
es. We then built on this framework, conducting an input-output 
analysis, using IMPLAN so&ware. We "rst examined one cluster’s 
network of rural urban trading relationships, which were made 
measurable by simulating a change in that single cluster’s output. 
Lastly, we expanded our analysis to compare the rural urban com-
mercial networks of two clusters. 

Input-output analysis provides several bene"ts when added to 
cluster studies. Most importantly, input-output analysis models 
economy-wide impacts, rather than excluding consumer activi-
ties. Industry cluster analysis typically concentrates on “traded” 
industry sectors, which are de"ned as those businesses that 
export their goods and services outside the region and therefore 
bring new revenue into the region. #is type of study excludes 
“non-traded”, or non-exporting industry sectors, typically those 
involved in consumer spending and investing activities. In Min-
nesota, this exclusion removes about 30 percent of total rural 
output and 36 percent of total urban output from the model. 
Input-output analysis re-inserts these dollars into the analysis. 
In rural counties, where consumers may travel great distances to 
conduct household transactions (for medical care, entertainment, 
clothing, food, etc.), being a desirable consumer destination 
can provide a region with substantial economic development 
potential.

Future Research
Cluster analysis and input-output analysis, particularly when 
used in tandem, allow a researcher to highlight urban rural trad-
ing connections and yield substantive "ndings that can direct 
economic development investment analysis and planning. 

Future studies of rural urban connections would bene"t from 
re"nements in a numbers of areas. 

• Connecting insights from this pilot study with the on-
going cluster analysis research stream co-sponsored by the 
University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Department of 
Employment and Economic Development (DEED). 

• Re"ning the de"nitions of “urban” and “rural” beyond 
the current oversimpli"ed division between Twin Cities 
Metro and Greater Minnesota. Geographic units as large as 
Minnesota’s Economic Development Regions, or as small 
as ZIP codes, could support added insights.

• Measuring reciprocity of economic bene"ts between urban 
and rural Minnesota (e.g. look at rural impacts due to 
increases in urban output).

• Examining additional clusters beyond the two included in 
this pilot study. 

“Why did I come to this symposium, !e Rural Urban Gathering?

I am concerned about both the economic balance and the ecological balance as 
important parts of considering rural and urban balance.  Exploring the processes of 
achieving a resilient sustainable balance is a big draw for me”

A"endee, University of Minnesota, Morris Center for Small Towns &  Rural-Urban Gathering, “Finding Solutions and 
Rede#ning Communities” June 9th and 10th, 2010  Symposium
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As described in Ms. Leonard’s Forward to this report, the rural urban 
connections pilot initiative used a variety of approaches to collect and 
share narratives about rural urban interdependencies, particularly 
highlighting what rural regions bring to the shared vitality of our 
state.  Despite the manifold e$ort, questions and feedback from both 
sides of the rural urban divide point to a perceived ambiguity of our 
initiative. 

Sometimes our listeners have complained that, while they “know 
there is something real in this interconnectedness approach,” they are 
frustrated by how fuzzy the conversations can get.   As one interview-
ee put it, “I’m not interested in one more feel-good project aimed at 
ge%ing people to speaking nicely about each other.”  

For the people who wonder, “Where is the beef?” the MRP, Inc.-
USDA pilot initiative team commissioned this research. Our primary 
goal is to produce concrete data that unambiguously demonstrates 

the economic impact of rural urban relationships, using dollars in 
trade as the unit of measurement.

#is research used a quantitative approach to illustrate how one cat-
egory of rural urban connections is key to the state’s prosperity and 
potential for future innovation. In this paper, we provide quantitative 
answers to the questions:

How can we represent rural Minnesota’s contribution 
to the vitality of the entire state’s economy?

How can we measure the economic interdependence 
between rural and urban Minnesota?

#is is a pilot study. Its main bene"t is in identifying approaches to 
answering questions about economic interdependencies. Future 
studies can, and should, advance this work.

Rural Urban Connections: 
A Measurable Economic Impact

#is pilot study uses the simplest possible de"nition of “urban” and “rural” 
Minnesota: #e well-known division between counties belonging to the 
Metropolitan Planning Commission’s 7-county Twin Cities region (also known 
as Region 11)and the remaining 80 Minnesota counties that do not belong to this 
legislatively de"ned entity. #e 7-county urban area contains over half of the 
state’s entire population.

Urban Minnesota: 
Hennepin,  Ramsey,  Anoka,  Dakota 

Washington,  Carver, and Scott counties
Rural Minnesota: 

The remaining 80 counties
#e limitation of this de"nition is that cities such as Rochester, Duluth and St. 
Cloud, as well as smaller municipalities, are considered “rural.” One extension 
for future funded research should be to employ a more nuanced de"nition.

How are rural and urban Minnesota interdependent? What types of market relationships tie them 
together? How can we make statements about where inputs come &om, and what the value and 
characteristics of the inputs are? How much energy is coming &om rural areas to be consumed in 
urban areas? How much timber, minerals, water, manufacturing, and so on, are coming &om rural 
Minnesota and being routed through the urban part of the state? I think if we added it up, it would be 
extraordinary and would show the true interdependence of our state quite clearly.

Jane Leonard,  Minnesota Rural Partners, Inc Board Member and Former MRP, Inc President
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Using Cluster Analysis to Represent 
Rural Urban Economic Linkages
Cluster Analysis
Industry clusters are spatial concentrations of businesses active in 
the same value chain, linked through relationships of supply, sales 
and competition. Identifying and supporting business clusters 
is a proven way to increase productivity, stimulate innovation, 
create world-class competitors and achieve high value from eco-
nomic development investments.

Michael Porter’s early championing of cluster analysis1 as a tool 
for economic development strategy has become so successful that 
it is essentially the gold standard for regional planning and policy 
professionals. Faculty at the University of Minnesota Humphrey 
Institute for Public A$airs have successfully harnessed Porter’s 
cluster approaches for regional development projects conducted 
in conjunction with Minnesota’s Department of Employment 
and Economic Development (DEED). #is collaboration is 
driven by the belief that cluster studies can function as powerful 
drivers for both the state’s economic development and for work-
force development.

Desirable clusters have a product or specialized service that 
brings wealth into a region and drives innovation and competi-
tiveness. #ese “traded” clusters create economic linkages with 
other regions. Restaurants and retail outlets, which are not traded 
industry clusters, tend to derive their revenue from customers 
located within the region. 

Experienced cluster researchers stress that analysis should focus 
on a knowledge cluster, not just an industry cluster. According to 
some current practitioners, cluster analytic approaches work in 
Minnesota, because Minnesota’s jobs tend to be higher knowl-
edge jobs and Minnesota’s most competitive clusters tend to em-
ploy these very highest knowledge employees. Lots of other jobs 
are generated to support these employees and their households.

Development experts also concentrate on emerging clusters in 
regions where there is very li%le outside ownership or control, 
which can drain the momentum and energy driving the cluster. 
Cluster strengthening happens most robustly when there are sig-
ni"cant numbers of companies with this local “center of gravity.”

One of the positive aspects of Minnesota’s economy is its vari-
ety of clusters. With a few regional exceptions, Minnesota is not 
overly dependent on a limited number of clusters. 

The Innovations in 
American Regions Project
We turned to the Innovation in American Regions Project 
(IARP) for assistance in identifying and measuring Minnesota’s 
industry Clusters. #e IARP leverages Indiana’s Unlocking 
Rural Competitiveness Project,2 which was funded by the U.S. 
Economic Development Administration to develop cluster 
analytic tools for innovation-based economic development in 
rural areas. 

#e IARP model presents an array of industry clusters or busi-
ness networks formed by reviewing over 1800 individual 
NAICS codes and descriptions and assigning them to one or 
more of 17 potential industry clusters.3 

The 17 clusters that result from 
recombining NAICS codes are:

1. Advanced Materials

2. Agribusiness, Food Processing 
and Technology

3. Apparel and Textiles

4. Arts, Entertainment, Recreation 
and Visitor Industries

5. Biomedical/Biotechnical 
(Life Sciences)

6. Business and Financial Services

7. Chemicals and 
Chemical–Based Products

8. Defense and Security

9. Education and 
Knowledge Creation

10. Energy (Fossil and Renewable)

11. Forest and Wood Products

12. Glass and Ceramics

13. Information Technology and 
Telecommunications

14. Manufacturing

15. Mining

16. Printing and Publishing

17. Transportation and Logistics
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NAICS codes are excluded from the cluster typology when it is 
clear that these "rms exist primarily to serve the needs of the lo-
cal economy. In cluster terminology, these are “non-exporting” 
or “non-traded” industry sectors. #is includes restaurants, con-
struction, wholesale and retail trade, and general and consumer 
rental of goods, equipment, machinery, dwellings or vehicles. 

#ese non-traded industry sectors, primarily consumer spend-
ing or investing sectors, represent about 30 percent of Minneso-
ta’s total rural output4 and 36 percent of Minnesota’s total urban 
output.5 As we will later see, by adding input-output-based tools 
to the study approach, we are able to bring these consumer dol-
lars back into the planner’s decision-making framework.

Caveat about IARP
#e IARP relies on data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, Quarterly Census of Employment & Wages (QCEW). 
Because of concerns regarding data privacy and competitive 
intelligence, data is suppressed when cell sizes become small 
enough that a reasonable person with inside knowledge would 
be able to know exactly which "rms are included in a table. 
#is can cause problems when comparing state-level data and 
county level data. We encountered this di'culty when examin-
ing the Biomedical cluster in Minnesota, where the number of 
excluded, non-trading NAICS codes are quite high, since o'ces 
of physicians, dentists, etc.. are considered non-trading. Exclud-
ed NAICS (such as doctors’ and dentists’ o'ces which make 
up a fairly large part of the NAICS beginning with 621) cannot 
always be subtracted because they are suppressed. According to 
Victoria Nelson at Purdue’s Center for Regional Development, 
“#is results in the county biomed cluster numbers being arti-
"cially in(ated compared to the state biomed cluster.” For our 
purposes, we developed Minnesota’s urban rural Biomedical 
cluster numbers by including the non-traded NAICS codes.
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Findings
#e 2008 data on   Minnesota’s industry 
clusters was taken from the IARP.6  As 
we can see in Diagram 1, Minnesota has 
a relatively healthy and diverse distribu-
tion of employment, with rural Min-
nesota providing a critical percentage 
of jobs in a signi"cant number of the 
clusters most important to our statewide 
economy. 

Although Diagram 1 does not o$er a 
complete distribution of employment 
across Minnesota, because the non-ex-
porting economic sectors, such as eating 
establishments, are not represented, 
40 percent of all employment in traded 
industry sectors happened in rural Min-
nesota. For a number of traded industry 

clusters, rural Minnesota provided more 
than half the total 2008 employment. 
#ese include:

• Education and Knowledge Creation

• Energy (Fossil and Renewable)

• Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and 
Visitor Industries

• Agribusiness, Food Processing & 
Technology

• Forest and Wood Products

• Glass and Ceramics

• Mining
Jobs in the Manufacturing cluster are 
also signi"cantly likely to be located in 
rural Minnesota. 

Businesses tend to be smaller (employ-
ing fewer people) in rural areas than 
they are in urban Minnesota. Almost 
half (49%) of all Minnesota’s businesses 
were located in rural Minnesota in 2008.   
#ese rural commercial enterprises pro-
vided 40 percent of the state’s jobs. #ese 
jobs were associated with lower wages 
than comparable jobs in the urban area.

For more complete details on Minne-
sota’s 2008 Rural Urban Employment 
Distribution by Industry Cluster, please 
see Appendix A.
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Education & Knowledge Creation (232,958)* 
54% Rural

Business & Financial Services (228,049)
20% Rural

Biomedical/Biotechnical  
(Life Sciences) (182,488)
40% Rural

Manufacturing (158,089) 
43% Rural

Information Technology & 
Telecommunications (131,098)
36% Rural

Energy (Fossil & Renewable) (126,985)
54% Rural

Advanced Materials (125,871)
39% Rural

Arts, Entertainment,  
Recreation & Visitor Industries (95,123)
39% Rural

Defense & Security (87,211)
33% Rural

Agribusiness, 
Food Processing & Technology 
(82,837)
81% Rural

Printing & Publishing (78,228) 
31% Rural

Forest & Wood Products (55,130)
56% Rural

Transportation & Logistics (66,623)
35% Rural

Chemicals & Chemical Based Products (39,005)
45% Rural

Apparel & Textiles (15,642 ) 
50% Rural

Glass & Ceramics (10,392) 
65% Rural

Mining (4,249)
86% Rural

Diagram 1 
2008 IARP Minnesota Employment: Comparing Rural and Urban
Relative Cluster Size and Percent of Jobs

*Cluster labels indicate:  
Cluster name (total number of Minnesota jobs in the cluster) 
Percent of cluster jobs located in rural Minnesota  
For instance the "rst cluster label should be read “Education and Knowledge 
Creation Cluster was responsible for 232,958 jobs in Minnesota in 2008. Of 
these jobs, 54% were located in rural Minnesota.”
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Adding Input-Output Analysis to 
Represent Rural Urban Economic 
Interdependencies
Based on interviews with a variety of experts, we used input-
output analysis as a second-stage framework for measuring 
commercial interdependencies between rural and urban Min-
nesota. #e USDA has sponsored at least one other inves-
tigation employing input-output analysis, the University of 
Wisconsin’s study of “#e Economic Impact of Cooperatives.”7 

Input-Output Analysis
Input-output (IO) analysis is a theoretical framework for exam-
ining the ripple e$ects from increases or decreases in output in 
a particular industrial sector within a speci"c geographic region. 
Using a matrixed representation of the region’s economy, IO 
can approximate the types and degrees of e$ects on all parts of 
the economy, including consumers, governments and out-of-
region suppliers, due to changes in one industry. 

IO analysis, (which won its creator, Wassily Leontief, a Nobel 
Prize in Economics) illustrates interdependencies between 
industries by linking the output of one industry to the inputs of 
others. Today the main use of IO analysis is in regional eco-
nomic development and planning. 

 IO analysis begins with businesses acquiring and processing 
inputs to create and sell their outputs. In an IO analysis, the 
researcher manipulates the target sector output level and then 
examines how that change drives up-channel sourcing and em-
ployment activities, as well as related consumer spending and 
investing activities. 

IMPLAN
IMPLAN (IMpact analysis for PLANning)8 is a cost-e$ective 
so&ware tool that employs IO analysis, social accounting ma-
trices (to link buying and selling transactions) and proprietary 
multipliers (to help estimate “ripple e$ects” throughout the 
economy) to create a (exible, accurate model that addresses 
questions such as, “What economic impact would this  
factory closing have for our county?”

IMPLAN’s default data comes from a variety of sources, includ-
ing an input-output survey conducted the U.S. Commerce 
Department each decade. IMPLAN organizes the various data-
bases and algorithms in a useful format to capture business-to-
business transactions across the supply chain, as well as ultimate 
consumer activities. Data can be organized by ZIP code, county 
or state, or it can be viewed at a national level. 

IMPLAN identi"es the impacts of speci"c changes in one 
region’s economic activities on the economies of other se-
lected geographies. In our "rst scenario, IMPLAN predicts the 
economic consequences of a localized increase in output for 
a speci"c industry cluster in rural Minnesota on the output of 
urban Minnesota. 

In any given IMPLAN analysis, each of the three e$ects is 
expressed solely in terms of their within-region impacts. For 
instance, when we examine the consequences of an increase in 
manufacturing output in rural Minnesota, the indirect e$ect 
numbers for the rural region re(ect only additional related 
business purchases among rural region business establishments. 
Likewise, when we examine how the urban region is impacted 
by this change in rural manufacturing, the induced e$ect num-
bers for the urban region re(ect only the additional consumer 
spending and investing activities transacted in the urban area.

IMPLAN doesn’t track business spending or consumer activi-
ties that originate in the target region but are conducted with 
businesses outside the regions speci"ed in the research model. 
For example, the dollars associated with a rural Minnesota 
manufacturer who purchases machined parts from a Wisconsin-
based supplier will not be represented in our current model’s 
indirect e$ects.  

What Is Output?
Output = Inputs + Value Added

Where: 
• Inputs = Purchases, both "xed costs (such as plant 

and equipment) and variable supply chain spending

• Value Added = Worker’s Income + Proprietor’s 
Income + Business Taxes 

Output includes:
1. Wages paid to workers, including the taxes 

they pay as individuals

2. Business proprietor’s income

3. Business taxes

4. Purchases - "xed costs & variable costs
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Caveats about IMPLAN
A few important quali"cations should be made about 
IMPLAN’s measurement approach and the implications it has 
for interpretation.

Every job is treated alike
All jobs (part-time, full-time, permanent and seasonal) are giv-
en equal weight in IMPLAN. #e new jobs listed in our tables 
under “Employment” cannot be assumed to be full-time or per-
manent positions. In this study we use “dollars per employee” as 
a rough surrogate for employee compensation. We arrive at this 
"gure by dividing labor income by employment. Labor income 
includes employee compensation and proprietor’s income. Em-
ployment includes paid and self-employed, part- and full-time, 
and seasonal as well as permanent employees. 

Because of this formula for arriving at compensation, industries 
with relatively more part-time and/or seasonal employment 
will present lower dollars/employee estimates and industries 
with relatively more permanent and full-time employees will 
show higher dollars/ employee "gures. 

For instance, retail sectors show relatively lower !gures for sal-
ary/worker ratios. Retail tends to be more part-time employ-

ment (i.e., more employees) therefore driving your ratio down 
further. If the salary pool for a retail store is $1 million and 
they need 20 part-time employees (equal to 10 full-time), sal-
ary per worker is $50,000. If the salary pool for a manufactur-
er is the same $1 million, but they use 10 full-time employees, 
their salary per worker is $100,000. Salary per worker is lower 
in retail, but it supports more people.10 

In the end, it is up to each reader, researcher and policy maker 
to decide whether their dependent variable (or investment 
target) is to employ more people (for perhaps shorter hours or 
fewer months of the year) or to target higher wage, full-time 
and permanent jobs. A robust economy will contain a variety of 
types of employment.

Interpreting employee compensation 
We use “dollars-per-employee” to represent employee com-
pensation in this research. #is "gure is calculated by dividing 
labor income (including both employee compensation and 
proprietor’s income) by employment (including all paid and 
self-employed workers, part-time and full-time employees, as 
well as both permanent and seasonal workers). 

Output’s Ripple E!ects
Changes in output for a speci"c industry sector, in a well-de"ned region, generate three types of e$ects:

• Direct E!ect is the initial increase or decrease in target sector activity. Direct e$ect refers to the initiating change in output 
that the researcher inserts into the model. Direct e$ect is the size of the stone that is dropped into the region’s economic 
waters.  

• Indirect E!ect measures changes in up-channel business-to-business spending – these are the ripple e$ects due to supply 
chain linkages to other businesses in the region.

IO researchers use pro"les for a “typical” business in a speci"c sector and then apply some measure of the scale of 
the "rm’s operations to anticipate ripple e$ects. #is proxy is necessary because establishment-speci"c sourcing and 
sales data would be costly or impossible obtain.  Most business establishments normally treat this type of data as 
closely guarded, proprietary and essential to the business’s unique competitive advantage. 

• Induced E!ect measures changes in consumer spending and investing – the additional ripple e$ect of household 
transactions conducted by the local labor force and business owners. 

Induced e$ects are estimated by applying a “typical” household pa%ern of spending and investing to the wages and 
dividends paid by a "rm. #is pa%ern is used to predict how changes in consumer wages and dividends will result in 
subsequent related consumer behavior.  

Di$erent clusters have di$erent requirements between workforce inputs and supply chain inputs which is re(ected 
in their relative impact on indirect (business-to-business) and induced (consumer) e$ects.  

A law partnership, which uses principally a labor input, will generate a large induced e#ect, but almost no indirect e#ect. 
Alternatively, an ethanol plant, which uses signi!cant capital and non-labor variable inputs, but very li%le labor input, will 
generate large indirect e#ects, but a small induced e#ect.9
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Some clusters and some types of workers present challenges 
when representing employee compensation. For instance, when 
we compare the manufacturing cluster dollars-per-employee with 
dollars-per-employee associated with Agribusiness, we have to be 
careful in drawing conclusions about the apparent sizable di$er-
ences in employee compensation. In IMPLAN, farmers’ “wages” 
(which represent a sizeable portion of agribusiness output) are 
treated di$erently than wages paid to employees in manufactur-
ing. Farmers keep track of their income and pay themselves in 
more idiosyncratic and complex ways than is true for typical 
manufacturing employees and proprietors. #is is an estimation 
challenge for IMPLAN, which has not yet been totally solved. 
#erefore “dollars-per-employee” may not be the best measure of 
income or wealth for all agribusiness workers or proprietors.

So, while it is obviously easier to support a family on a mid-range 
job in an average machine shop than it is as a migrant worker 
traveling between harvest locations, the two clusters under study 
are more complicated and represent more industrial variety than 
simple explanations warrant.

Interpreting indirect and induced e!ects
As we will see in our discussion of “Findings,” increased output 
for di$erent clusters has di$erential impacts on business-to-
business and consumer spending. For instance, Agribusiness’ 
increased output is relatively in favor of additional business-to-
business spending (indirect e$ects). Manufacturing’s increased 
output results in a larger portion of increased consumer activity 
(induced e$ects). 

It can be tempting to go from higher wages in manufacturing 
to the cluster’s relatively greater consumer activity and then 
conclude that manufacturing is a “preferable” cluster because 
it pays be%er wages. While this may be true for some portion 
of manufacturing and agribusiness jobs, the real explanation is 
likely far more complicated than that. 

Industry clusters that employ more permanent and full-time 
workers, rather than part-time or seasonal workers, may gener-
ate relatively larger induced e$ects. 

Similarly, relative increases in indirect vs. induced e$ects can be 
due to variations in cluster sourcing pa%erns. IMPLAN reports 
within-region spending only. A cluster such as Agribusiness, which 
tends to source locally, will appear to have a higher percentage of its 
economic impact showing up as rural business-to-business sales. 
Manufacturing, on the other hand, tends not to source locally to 
quite the same degree. #is could be part of the reason why impacts 
are di$erentially re(ected in increased consumer or business-to-
business spending.

Overlap in clusters
#ere is a small degree of overlap in the two clusters being com-
pared. NAICS codes “33311 – Agricultural Implement manufac-
turing” and “333294 – Food Product machinery manufacturing” 
are present in both the Agribusiness and Manufacturing clusters. 
We believe this does not distort our "ndings. #is would be a 
frequently encountered situation in any cluster comparison project 
because many sectors are eligible for inclusion in more than one 
sector.

Completely new industries won’t appear
IMPLAN cannot anticipate what totally new industries are 
likely to emerge in a speci"c region. IMPLAN is only able to 
work with existing industries, anticipating job gains or losses 
among existing "rms, or other economic responses to change 
among employees and proprietors.

Bene"ts of a Combined 
Cluster/IO Approach
IO depicts economy-wide spending bene"ts
O&en used as a stand-alone approach, IO also works well in 
conjunction with cluster analysis. For instance, a&er using cluster 
classi"cations to center on a “distinguishing industry cluster,”11 we 
used IO to forecast economy-wide consequences of an anticipated 
increase in output for that cluster across a pre-identi"ed geography. 
IMPLAN begins with the traded cluster’s speci"cations and then 
identi"es all of the anticipated changes in both business-to-business 
and consumer activities, due to a speci"c output (uctuation. 
IMPLAN can begin with only traded cluster data and trace implica-
tions throughout all parts of the region’s economy, both traded and 
non-traded, as well as within other targeted regions’ economies. IO 
reinserts consumer activity into a return-on-investment deliberation 
among economic development policy and planning specialists.

Cluster validation
IO can also be employed as a validation tool for cluster strategies. 
Since the indirect e$ect represents the impact of output changes 
among linked businesses (suppliers and customers), it is a measure 
of the degree to which a supply chain cluster is actually present in a 
community. By studying the indirect e$ect (increased sales among 
suppliers to the target industry cluster) due to changes in target clus-
ter activity, a researcher can evaluate the degree to which change in 
one sector of a region will ripple through a local business network. A 
relatively large indirect e$ect indicates that the selected geographic 
region holds a more densely networked array of trading partners 
for the speci"c cluster under study.)#us we can look at IMPLAN 
results and see which sectors are most strongly networked on a 
region-by-region basis
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Focus on Manufacturing
Approach
Our pilot study initially focused on just the manufacturing industry cluster as 
a next step in a combined cluster/IO approach to measuring rural urban inter-
dependencies. We chose the manufacturing cluster because job losses in this 
industry cluster have caused considerable concern across the state. #ese jobs 
provide critical "nancial security and support Minnesota’s economic vitality. Rural 
Minnesota clearly shares this concern. According to a recent study, rural Minne-
sota has seen a 20 percent loss in manufacturing jobs over the last decade.12

Despite this job loss, the manufacturing cluster is predicted to show continued 
workforce shortages due to lack of quali"ed applicants in some regions of Min-
nesota.13 As a workforce development cluster, manufacturing clearly illustrates 
how output can continue to grow (based on technological advancements), 
while workforce requirements change in scope and skills requirements. 

We created the “Manufacturing cluster” by returning to the IARP website where 
we found the NAICS codes associated with the Manufacturing Cluster, which 
are listed in Table 1.14 Since NAICS codes are hierarchical, if you select only the 
"rst three digits, you will get all of the sectors nested under them. A fully articu-
lated NAICS code is six digits in length.!
We continued to use the two geographic regions, “rural” and “urban,” as previously 
described. We then ran IMPLAN based on an initial $1 billion output increase and 
observed the resulting indirect e$ect and induced e$ect impacts as they appeared in 
both the rural and urban regions of Minnesota. #e $1 billion change represents a 
6 percent change in Minnesota’s manufacturing output. #is hypothetical increase 
in output could be the anticipated result of an economic development initiative 
focused on manufacturing in rural Minnesota.

A&er assessing the statewide impact of the increase in rural manufacturing output, 
we examined the unidirectional impact on urban Minnesota, due to an initiating 
change in cluster output originated in rural Minnesota. We also observed the im-
pacts of this same change in output within the rural region.

Cluster Studies and  
Input-Output Analysis: 
A Powerful Economic 

Development Approach

IMPLAN can provide useful 
estimates for cluster-based 
economic development questions 
such as:

If the Production Technology 
cluster in West Central Minnesota 
were to see a 3 percent increase in 
output, what would that mean for 
the local economy, the Twin Cities 
Metro economy or the statewide 
economy?

What impact would that 3 
percent increase have on the 
job markets in these three 
regions?  

What sorts of jobs would 
likely be added? And in which 
of West Central’s existing 
industries would these 
additional jobs be found?   
How valuable would those 
jobs be?

How much of the increased 
economic wealth would be 
captured in increased 
business-to-business trade?  

How much of that increase 
would happen in increased 
consumer activity?

Table 1
NAICS Codes Included in Manufacturing Cluster
NAICS Code#### Sector Description

331 "3!./3*&67%/#&6/0(G/;%(3!01

332 H/53!;/%7)&67%/#&"3$)(;%&6/0(G/;%(3!01&
I,J;7:%&??>EE>K?K@KAL

333 6/;M!073*&6/0(G/;%(3!01

334 N$.:(%73&/0)&,#7;%3$0!;&"3$)(;%&6/0(G/;%(3!01

335 ,#7;%3!;/#&,O(!:.70%K&P::#!/0;7&/0)&
N$.:$070%&6/0(G/;%(3!01

336 Q3/0-:$3%/%!$0&,O(!:.70%&6/0(G/;%(3!01
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IMPLAN allows us to watch the impact of 
this $1 billion “stone” and its subsequent 
ripple e$ects on the statewide economy, 
the urban economy and, "nally, on the 
economy of rural Minnesota.

Keep in mind that the portion of the  sub-
sequent growth in output that is spent on 
imports from outside of Minnesota is gone 
from the region and is not re(ected in the 
indirect and induced amounts shown.

Findings 

Baseline
Diagram 2 shows that 47 percent of 
Minnesota’s 2008 Manufacturing cluster 
output originated in rural Minnesota.

Statewide Impacts
Appendix B shows the complete results 
table for this analysis. Table 2 presents 
an overview of the anticipated statewide 
impacts associated with the 6 percent 
increase in manufacturing output in rural 
Minnesota. Although we describe the 
output change as “$1 Billion”, for reasons 
relevant to IMPLAN’s operations, the 
actual number used was $999,999,936.
#e columns in Table 2  represent:

E!ect Type – #e three types of e$ect – 
direct, indirect and induced – plus total ef-
fect 

• Employment – #e number of 
new jobs associated with the change 
in output. #is "gure includes 
paid employees and self-employed 
workers, part-time and full-time 
employees, permanent and seasonal 
workers.

• Output – #e change in output 
associated with each type of e$ect

• Dollars/Employee – #e average 
salary per worker for each type of 
e$ect. #is "gure is calculated by 
dividing labor income (including 

both employee compensation and 
proprietor’s income) by employment. 
Labor income "gures can be found in 
the Tables contained in Appendices B 
and C.

#e initial $1 billion increase would 
stimulate a statewide ripple e$ect worth 
an additional over a half-billion dollars 
($538,063,424 or 53 percent of the initiat-
ing increase).

• Direct E$ect 
By de"nition, the direct e$ect of 
the billion dollars of increased 
manufacturing output would be 
entirely experienced within rural 
Minnesota.

• Indirect E$ect 
Additional business-to-business 
transactions would account for 62 
percent of the half-billion dollars of 
additional output statewide.

• Induced E$ect 
Added consumer spending and 
investing would account for 38 percent 
of the half-billion dollars of additional 
output statewide.

Table 2
Statewide impact of $1 billion increase 
in rural manufacturing output

E!ect 
Type Employment Output Dollars/

Employee
Direct 
E!ect >KCD? REEEKEEEKE?B RAEK>D@&

Indirect 
E!ect =KE?C R??BK>?=KAA>& RABKAEC&

Induced 
E!ect =KCAF R>F=KD?=KDEB& R?BK=DD&

Total 
E!ect BK@CF R=KA?DKFB?K?BF& RA>K>??&

Rural

47%

Urban

53%
$14,954,583,208$16,544,672,769

Diagram 2: 2008 IMPLAN Baseline 
Minnesota Manufacturing Output 
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Urban Impacts 
As Table 3 shows, Minnesota’s urban 
region would obtain a considerable portion 
of the subsequent economic bene"ts from 
additional manufacturing output originat-
ing in rural Minnesota.

Urban e"ects
#e urban region would garner 38 percent 
of Minnesota’s total “ripple e$ect” in in-
creased output, gaining over $200,000,000.

• Direct E$ect 
By de"nition, none of the direct e$ect 
of the billion dollars of increased 
manufacturing output would be 
experienced in urban Minnesota.

• Indirect E$ect 
Increased business-to-business 
spending based on the trading 
connections between rural 
Minnesota’s manufacturing 
establishments and their urban 
suppliers account for 70 percent of 
urban Minnesota’s additional output.

• Induced E$ect 
Increased consumer spending and  
investing with urban businesses 
would account for 30 percent of the 
additional urban output.

Urban jobs
As shown in Table 4, the urban region 
would be expected to gain 1043 new jobs 
due to the increase in rural Minnesota’s 
manufacturing output. #at’s 16 percent of 
all the new jobs gained statewide associ-
ated with that change in rural output. 

Of the Top Ten sectors identi"ed, more of 
the urban region’s predicted additional jobs 
were associated with white-collar, typically 
full-time and permanent positions. #e 
second largest of these ten sectors “Man-
agement of Companies and Enterprises,” 
includes employment at headquarters of 
businesses. As we see in the next section, 
the jobs gained in rural Minnesota would 
tend to be relatively concentrated in manu-
facturing and machining positions. 

As we will discuss further when we 
compare agribusiness and manufacturing 
clusters, the seven sectors highlighted in 
yellow and boldface are impacted similarly 
in urban Minnesota regardless of whether 
the output increase stemmed from rural 
manufacturing or rural agribusiness. 

Table 3
Urban region impact

Impact 
Type Employment Output Dollars/

Employee
Direct 
E!ect &S& S& S

Indirect 
E!ect B>E R=@CK>D?K=>F& RDFK>DC&

Induced 
E!ect @=@ RBFKA?EKC>F& R@DKBA>&

Total E!ect =KF@? R>FCKD>>KD@D& RBCKC>C&
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Rural Impacts
We analyzed the local economic repercus-
sions of the 6 percent increase in rural 
manufacturing output on the rural Minne-
sota economy. Table 5 o$ers the expected 
gains in output and jobs.

Rural Output
Table 5 shows that Rural Minnesota would 
sustain another $330,240,576 (or an addi-
tional 33 percent on the initiating increase) 
in indirect and induced e$ects from the 
rural manufacturing output increase.

• Direct E$ect 
By design, all of the direct e$ect 
of this increase in manufacturing 
output would be experienced in rural 
Minnesota.

• Indirect E$ect   
Of the additional rural Minnesota 
output, 57 percent would be seen as 
increased sales for manufacturing’s 
rural suppliers. 

• Induced E$ect 
Of the additional rural Minnesota 
output, 43 percent would take 
the form of added rural consumer 
spending and investing.

Table 5
Rural region impact

Impact 
Type Employment Output Dollars/

Employee
Direct 
E!ect &>KCD?& REEEKEEEKE?B& &RAEK>D@&

Indirect 
E!ect &=K?FD& R=DDKE@DK@?>& &R@AK>F>&

Induced 
E!ect &=K??B& R=@=K>E>K=CB& &R?>K?>>&

Total E!ect &AK@>B& R=K??FK>@FKA=>& &R@EK>A@&

Table 4
Urban Top 10 sectors for additional employment  due to increase in rural manufacturing

Sector Description Employment Output Dollars/ 
Employee

!"#$%&'$%()*'+%(,-&./%&&%& =>= R>EKD>=K@FF& RE@KABD&
0'/'1%2%/)(#3(4#25'/.%&(
'/+(%/)%*5*.&%& D= R>@K@E=KAAB& R=A?KEBF&

6%'$(%&)')%(%&)',$.&"2%/)& AC R=FK?@CK@>D& R>EK>@A&
7##+(&%*8.4%&('/+((
+*./9./1(5$'4%& A? R?KF?=KEFE& R>FK?>C&

:25$#;2%/)(&%*8.4%& @= R=KACDK?CF& R>CKD=>&
<%4-*.).%&=(4#22#+.);(
4#/)*'4)&=(./8%&)2%/)&=('/+(
*%$')%+('4).8.).%&

?> RBKC?=KB>C& RECKDC>&

>%1'$(&%*8.4%& =D R?K>DEKDEF& RE=K>C>&
TGU;7-&$G&:M*-!;!/0-K&
)70%!-%-K&V&$%M73&M7/#%M&
:3/;%!%!$073-

=D R>K@F=KCCC& RD?KE>C&

"3!</%7&M$-:!%/#- =C R>KFEBKDE=& RBAK?E=&

P3;M!%7;%(3/#K&701!0773!01K&
V&37#/%7)&-73<!;7- =C R>KFD?K@?>& RC>KBDD&
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Rural jobs
Table 5 shows that of the 5,426 jobs added in rural Minnesota, 
about half would be directly associated with the initial 6 percent 
increase in the region’s manufacturing output. #e other half would 
arise in a variety of industry sectors. 

Rural suppliers to the Manufacturing cluster would add almost 
one-quarter of the new jobs. Rural manufacturing trading partners 
would need to augment their workforce to meet the anticipated 
$188,948,432 increase in their own output. 

#e induced e$ect, which accounts for the other roughly 25 per-
cent of new jobs, would arise from the increased local household 
spending and investing by local employees and owners in both 
manufacturing and related industry sectors, who would have an 
additional $141,292,176 to spend or invest.

In Table 6 we "nd that the Top Ten Industry Sectors expected to 
see job growth in the rural region as a result of indigenous in-
creased manufacturing output account for only about 34 percent 
of the anticipated rural job growth. #is indicates that the rural 
employment impact would be even more di$use than urban job 
impact, creating smaller numbers of jobs over an even greater range 
of industry clusters.

Eight of the Top 10 Sectors were in the direct e$ect or Manufactur-
ing cluster. #ese jobs tend to be relatively well-paying manufactur-
ing and machining positions. 

Only two of the Top 10 Sectors for rural job growth were also 
among the Top 10 Sectors for urban job growth (see areas with 
yellow highlighting and boldface).

Table 6
Rural Top 10 Sectors for additional employment  due to increase in rural manufacturing

Description Employment Output Dollars/Employee
6/;M!07&-M$:- &?F@& RAFKDADKE@F& &RA@K>@F&
!"#$%&'$%()*'+%(,-&./%&&%& &>CF& R@AK==@K=?>& &RB>KA>B&
7##+(&%*8.4%&('/+(
+*./9./1(5$'4%& &>?>& R=FKBD@K>>A& &R=?KE>>&

P##&$%M73&%3/0-:$3%/%!$0&
7O(!:.70%&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=C?& R==DKEEAK@@D& &RBEK?F?&

T30/.70%/#&/0)&
/3;M!%7;%(3/#&.7%/#&:3$)(;%-&
./0(G/;%(3!01

&=BC& R?AKDAFKDDF& &RA?K@?=&

6$%$3&<7M!;#7&:/3%-&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=@B& RAFK>=BKEBD& &RB=KA=D&

H/3.&./;M!073*&/0)&
7O(!:.70%&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=?D& RCAKD@FKD@F& &RABK@EF&

W$/%&5(!#)!01 &=??& R??KB?AKBA>& &RA@K?BA&
6/%73!/#&M/0)#!01&&
7O(!:.70%&./0(G/;%(3!01 &==B& R@=K=EDK>DF& &RABKB@>&

N$0-%3(;%!$0&./;M!073*&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=FE& RD?KF?=K>B@& &RB@KFBA&
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Contrast Manufacturing  
& Agribusiness 
For comparison, we examined the impact of a similar change in the 
agribusiness cluster to demonstrate how changes in rural economic 
activity impact urban, rural and state economies di$erently based 
on unique cluster traits. We wanted to contrast the two sets of 
“ripple e$ects,” or the di$ering pa%erns of impact between changes 
in output for agribusiness and manufacturing. 

By pursuing this tack, we sought to:

• Advance understanding of how changes in output for di$erent 
clusters create diverse impacts in local and distant economies.

• Begin to illustrate the di$erent ways in which changes in a 
statewide economic system can be represented as a network of 
rural and urban commercial connections. 

Approach 
We took the combined cluster/IO approach a step further and 
returned to the IARP’s cluster typology to form a contrasting cluster 
for comparison of urban rural linkages. Following this, we used   
IMPLAN to identify the di$ering impacts due to a $1 billion in-
crease in output for the two di$erent clusters in rural Minnesota. 

We began by identifying the NAICS codes associated with the 
IARP “Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology Cluster.”15 
#e sectors are listed in Table 7. For convenience, we will refer to 
this cluster as “agribusiness,” knowing that it includes food process-
ing and related technologies, as well.

Table 7 
NAICS Codes associated with “Agribusiness, Food 
Processing and Technology” Cluster
NAICS Code    Sector Description

111 N3$:&"3$)(;%!$0

112 P0!./#&"3$)(;%!$0

1141 H!-M!01

1151 '(::$3%&P;%!<!%!7-&G$3&N3$:&"3$)(;%!$0

1152 '(::$3%&P;%!<!%!7-&G$3&P0!./#&"3$)(;%!$0&

311 H$$)&./0(G/;%(3!01

312 W7<73/17&/0)&Q$5/;;$&"3$)(;%&./0(G/;%(3!01

3253 "7-%!;!)7K&H73%!#!X73&/0)&$%M73&P13!;(#%(3/#&;M7.!;/#&
./0(G/;%(3!01

33311 P13!;(#%(3/#&!.:#7.70%&./0(G/;%(3!01

333294 H$$)&"3$)(;%&6/;M!073*&./0(G/;%(3!01

42382 H/3.&/0)&Y/3)70&6/;M!073*&/0)&,O(!:.70%&
.73;M/0%&ZM$#7-/#73-

4245 H/3.&"3$)(;%&3/Z&./%73!/#&.73;M/0%&ZM$#7-/#73-

42491 H/3.&-(::#!7-&.73;M/0%&ZM$#7-/#73-

Rural
85%

$34,485,781,939

Urban
15%

$5,983,548,179

Rural
47%

$14,954,583,208

Urban
53%

$16,544,672,769

Agribusiness
$40,469,330,118

Manufacturing
$31,499,255,977

Diagram 3: 2008 IMPLAN Baseline 
Comparing Agribusiness and Manufacturing Output
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Findings

Baseline
As shown in Diagram 3, Agribusiness is the larger cluster, showing 
an output that is 30 percent larger than the Manufacturing cluster. 

Manufacturing has a more evenly distributed footprint across the 
rural and urban portions of the state than does agribusiness. 

Agribusiness’ output is predominantly concentrated in rural areas. 
Eighty-"ve percent of Minnesota’s agribusiness output takes place 
among businesses situated outside the urban region.

Statewide Impacts
We next returned to IMPLAN and this time posited a $1 billion 
increase for the Agribusiness cluster. Our motivating question now 
was:

How would the e#ects of a $1 billion increase in output in rural 
Minnesota’s Agribusiness cluster (a 3 percent change) compare with 
the e#ects of the $1 billion increase in rural manufacturing’s output?

Statewide Output
#e statewide ripple e$ect of a $1 billion increase in agri-
business would be $602,206,810, or 60 percent of the initial 
increase in output. #at is a 12 percent larger “ripple” than 
found with a similar size change in Manufacturing cluster 
output ($538,063,424 or another 53 percent of the initiating 
increase). 

#e increase in manufacturing’s output was relatively more 
associated with increased consumer savings and investing 
activity (induced e$ect) when compared with the results of an 
increase in agribusiness’s output. 

#is could be due to a combination of factors, such as:

• Potentially higher wages associated with manufacturing 
employment, supporting more consumer activity.

• #e relatively greater number of business transactions 
conducted with suppliers outside the region for 
manufacturing "rms versus retained dollars (or dollars spent 
with local suppliers) for agribusiness, which could throw the 
indirect e$ects higher.)

Statewide jobs
Minnesota would gain 13 percent more jobs with a $1 billion 
increase in agribusiness than it would with a similar increase in 
manufacturing. 

As mentioned on page 14, IMPLAN encounters greater chal-
leges in representing labor income for agribusiness than it does for 
manufacturing. #is feature has to be taken into consideration when 
comparing estimates of dollars-per-employee between the two clus-
ters. Regardless, rural manufacturing jobs are critical for many farm 
families and their neighbors, who o&en rely on non-farm employ-
ment for year-round income and health care bene"ts.

Table 8
Statewide Impacts: Contrasting Manufacturing and Agribusiness

Employment Output Dollars/Employee

Impact 
Type MFG  AGRI MFG AGRI MFG AGRI 

Direct 
E!ect >KCD? &?KBE?& &REEEKEEEKE?B& &REEEKEEEKEEC& &RAEK>D@& &R>AKC=?&

Indirect 
E!ect =KE?C &>K?D?& &R??BK>?=KAA>& &R@ACKC=CKED?& &RABKAEC& &R@>KBFD&

Induced 
E!ect =KCAF &=K>B?& &R>F=KD?=KDEB& &R=@@KDDDKD>C& &R?BK=DD& &R?AKDEB&

Total 
E!ect BK@CF &CK??E& &R=KA?DKFB?K?BF& R=KBF>KBFBKDFC& &RA>K>??& &R?>KEA=&
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Urban Impacts

Urban Output
By de"nition, the urban region would 
not experience direct e$ects from an 
initial increase in either agribusiness or 
manufacturing output originating in 
rural Minnesota.

Table 9 demonstrates the impacts of 
structural di$erences in how the two 
clusters enact their sourcing strategies. 
Rural agribusiness is typically more able 
to meet its business–to-business sourc-
ing needs outside the urban area. In 
contrast, rural manufacturing "rms tend 
to have to travel farther to meet their 
sourcing needs. 

Table 9 shows that the urban region 
would receive about 22 percent of the 
added business-to-business spending 
due to an increase in agribusiness out-
put. Just one in every "ve additional dol-
lars sourced with another business, due 
to the rural agribusiness increase, would 
be spent with an urban business. 

#e urban area would see substantially 
more business-to-business spending 
due to an increase in rural manufactur-
ing output, where 44 percent of the 

business-to-business spending increases 
would be transacted with an urban sup-
plier.

When we look at urban consumer 
activity (induced e$ects), we "nd very 
similar impacts from increases in output 
associated with both Manufacturing and 
Agribusiness clusters.

Minnesota’s urban area would be 
expected to see close to 30 percent of 
the additional consumer spending and 
investing activity associated with an 
increase in either rural manufacturing or 
rural agribusiness output. 

Urban jobs
A $1 billion increase in rural agribusiness 
output would create 735 new non-direct 
e$ect urban jobs, about 10 percent of the 
statewide total. 

Rural manufacturing’s increased output 
would result in 1,043 new non-direct ef-
fect jobs in the urban region, which is 16 
percent of the statewide total.

Table 10 shows that the urban region 
Top Ten Sectors for agribusiness and 
manufacturing had a signi"cant amount 
of overlap (highlighted in yellow and 
boldface). 

Table 9
Urban Impacts: Contrasting Manufacturing and Agribusiness 

Employment Output Dollars/Employee
Impact 

Type MFG AGRI MFG AGRI MFG AGRI 

Direct 
E!ect S S S S S S

Indirect 
E!ect &B>E& &@A@& R=@CK>D?K=>F& REEK=DDKDE=& &RDFK>DC& &RC?KEC?&

Induced 
E!ect &@=@& &>D=& RBFKA?EKC>F& R@=K>@DK>A>& &R@DKBA>& &R@DKDDC&

Total 
E!ect &=KF@?& &C?A& R>FCKD>>KD@D& R=@FK@?CK=@?& &RBCKC>C& &RB@K?DA&
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However, the sectors found in boldface and highlighted in 
yellow in Table 10 account for about 40 percent of the new 
urban jobs, regardless of whether the cluster is Agribusiness or 
Manufacturing. Urban Minnesota gains jobs fairly similarly for 
both of the clusters studied in this pilot research.

For both agribusiness and manufacturing, the new urban 
jobs tended to be higher paying positions, particularly among 
workers employed in the business-to-business (indirect e$ect) 
industries.

Table 10 
Urban Region Top 10 Sectors for Employment Growth:  Contrasting Manufacturing and Agribusiness

Employment Output Dollars/ Employee
Sector 

Description
 AGRI  MFG AGRI MFG AGRI MFG

!"#$%&'$%()*'+%(
,-&./%&&%& EB =>= R>?K@ADK@?> R>EKD>=K@FF RE@K@DC RE@KABD

6%'$(%&)')%(
%&)',$.&"2%/)& C@ AC R=?K@@DK@@F R=FK?@CK@>D R>EK>CF R>EK>@A

0'/'1%2%/)(#3(
4#25'/.%&('/+(
%/)%*5*.&%&

A@ D= R=BK>?@KACA R>@K@E=KAAB R=A?KD@? R=A?KEBF

7##+(&%*8.4%&('/+(
+*./9./1(5$'4%& ?A A? R=KEEEKFF= R?KF?=KEFE R>FK??? R>FK?>C

:25$#;2%/)(
&%*8.4%& >B @= REECK>?? R=KACDK?CF R>CKD=B R>CKD=>

'(::$3%&/;%!<!%!7-&
G$3&/13!;(#%(37&/0)&
G$37-%3*

>> 0[/ RCFDKFBF 0[/ R?=KABD 0[/

<%4-*.).%&=(
4#22#+.);(
4#/)*'4)&=(
./8%&)2%/)&=('/+(
*%$')%+('4).8.).%&

=C ?> R?KA=>KD=A RBKC?=KB>C RECKE=A RECKDC>

Q3/0-:$3%&5*&%3(;\ => 0[/ R=KCADK=?F 0[/ RADKAFA 0[/
6$07%/3*&
/(%M$3!%!7-&/0)&
)7:$-!%$3*&;37)!%&
!0%73.7)!/%!$0&
/;%!<!%!7-

=> 0[/ R?K?E=KA=@ 0[/ RCDKADD 0[/

>%1'$(&%*8.4%& => =D R>K=>EK?FD R?K>DEKDEF RE=K==@ RE=K>C>
TGU;7-&$G&
:M*-!;!/0-K&
)70%!-%-K&/0)&$%M73&
M7/#%M&:3/;%!%!$073-

0[/ =D 0[/ R>K@F=KCCC 0[/ RD?KE>C

"3!</%7&M$-:!%/#- 0[/ =C 0[/ R>KFEBKDE= 0[/ RBAK?E=
P3;M!%7;%(3/#K&
701!0773!01K&/0)&
37#/%7)&-73<!;7-

0[/ =C 0[/ R>KFD?K@?> 0[/ RC>KBDD
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 Rural impacts

Rural Output
By de"nition, 100 percent of the direct 
e$ect for both industry clusters would be 
seen in rural Minnesota.

As Table 11 shows, Agribusiness’ e$ects 
followed a roughly equivalent pa%ern for 
both business-to-business spending and 
consumer activity. In both cases, about 
70 percent of the increased output was 
transacted within the rural region.

Manufacturing’s e$ects followed the 
same pa%ern for consumer activ-
ity. About 70 percent of the additional 
consumer saving and spending activ-
ity associated with an increase in rural 
manufacturing’s output took place with 
rural businesses. 

Table 11
Rural Impacts: Contrasting Manufacturing and Agribusiness

Employment Output Dollars/Employee
Impact 

Type MFG  AGRI MFG AGRI MFG AGRI 

Direct 
E!ect &>KCD?& &?KBE?& REEEKEEEKE?B& REEEKEEEKEEC& &RAEK>D@& &R>AKC=?&

Indirect 
E!ect &=K?FD& &=KE>E& R=DDKE@DK@?>& R?ADKA>EKFE>& &R@AK>F>& &R?AK>>=&

Induced 
E!ect &=K??B& &ED>& R=@=K>E>K=CB& R=F?KB@FKACA& &R?>K?>>& &R?>K=CD&

Total 
E!ect &AK@>B& &BKBF@& R=K??FK>@FKA=>& R=K@B>K=BEKBB@& &R@EK>A@& &R>EK@A=&

Table 12
Rural Region Top 10 Sectors for Employment Growth: Agribusiness

Sector Description  Employment Output Dollars/Employee
Y3/!0&G/3.!01 &EBB& R=BAKCE>K@B@& &R=@KFAE&
P0!./#&:3$)(;%!$0K&7J;7:%&
;/%%#7&/0)&:$(#%3*&/0)&711- &D?@& RCAKAA?KFAB& &RCK>FF&

T!#-77)&G/3.!01 &@>B& RE?KAADK@@D& &R=EKBB=&
'(1/3;/07&/0)&-(1/3&577%&
G/3.!01 &?=A& R=EKB@AK@=F& &R=FKA@?&

'(::$3%&/;%!<!%!7-&G$3&
/13!;(#%(37&/0)&G$37-%3* &?F>& REK?AEK=C?& &R?FKCC>&

]/!3*&;/%%#7&/0)&.!#\&
:3$)(;%!$0 &>E>& RCBKB?=KABF& &REKE@?&

P0!./#&I7J;7:%&:$(#%3*L&
-#/(1M%73!01K&370)73!01K&/0)&
:3$;7--!01

&>C>& R=??KF@DK?A>& &RAFKFC>&

N/%%#7&3/0;M!01&/0)&G/3.!01 &>C>& RB=KB=CK@BD& &R==K>EC&
!"#$%&'$%()*'+%(,-&./%&&%& &>=D& R?BK@=AKB>@& &RB>KA>A&

"$(#%3*&:3$;7--!01 &=D?& R@@K@DFKF@D& &R@@K?=E&
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However, as Table 11 makes clear, relatively more of manufactur-
ing’s added business-to-business spending was transacted with 
urban suppliers. #e rural Manufacturing cluster spent 44 percent 
of its additional business-to-business dollars with urban suppliers, 
while agribusiness spent 22 percent of those dollars with its own 
urban suppliers.

Rural jobs
As Table 11 makes clear, the 3 percent increase in Agribusiness 
cluster output would result in more rural jobs than the 6 percent 
increase in Manufacturing cluster output. 

Tables 12 and 13 illustrate that, unlike the urban impacts, there was 
very li%le overlap between the Top Ten Industry Sectors for the 
jobs added in rural Minnesota between the two industry clusters, 
Agribusiness and Manufacturing. 

Tables 12 and 13 also demonstrate that rural job growth would 
be more concentrated over a narrow band of sectors based on an 
increase in output for the Agribusiness cluster, than would be true 
in the Manufacturing cluster.

Table 12 shows that Top Ten Industry Sectors account for 62 
percent of rural Agribusiness-related job growth. Nine of the Top 
10 Sectors are included in the agribusiness cluster. 

Table 13 illustrates that Top Ten Industry Sectors account for 34 
percent of rural manufacturing job growth. Eight of the top 10 sec-
tors were included in the Manufacturing cluster.

Table 13
Rural Region Top 10 for Employment Growth: Manufacturing

Sector Description  Employment Output Dollars/Employee
6/;M!07&-M$:- &?F@& RAFKDADKE@F& &RA@K>@F&
!"#$%&'$%()*'+%(,-&./%&&%& &>CF& R@AK==@K=?>& &RB>KA>B&
7##+(&%*8.4%&('/+((
+*./9./1(5$'4%& &>?>& R=FKBD@K>>A& &R=?KE>>&

P##&$%M73&%3/0-:$3%/%!$0&7O(!:.70%&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=C?& R==DKEEAK@@D& &RBEK?F?&

T30/.70%/#&/0)&/3;M!%7;%(3/#&.7%/#&
:3$)(;%-&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=BC& R?AKDAFKDDF& &RA?K@?=&

6$%$3&<7M!;#7&:/3%-&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=@B& RAFK>=BKEBD& &RB=KA=D&
H/3.&./;M!073*&/0)&7O(!:.70%&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=?D& RCAKD@FKD@F& &RABK@EF&

W$/%&5(!#)!01 &=??& R??KB?AKBA>& &RA@K?BA&
6/%73!/#&M/0)#!01&7O(!:.70%&
./0(G/;%(3!01 ==B& &&&&&&R@=K=EDK>DF& &&RABKB@>&

N$0-%3(;%!$0&./;M!073*&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=FE& RD?KF?=K>B@& &RB@KFBA&
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#e economic dependence of urban Minnesota on rural Minne-
sota is real, measurable and signi"cant.  Development dollars spent 
in rural Minnesota will bene"t both urban and rural businesses and 
populations, although not always according to the same trajecto-
ries.

#ere are a variety of methods that can be used to illustrate rural 
urban commercial linkages. #is paper presented results based on 
two such methods, cluster analysis and input-output analysis.

• Cluster analysis is already a well-established framework among 
economic development and regional development specialists.  
Certainly that emphasis is well deserved and should continue.

• IO analysis is a relatively less explored approach that can be 
helpful to economic development, work force development 
and regional planning professionals.  

• #e combination of these two approaches provides a useful 
tool for making be%er economic development decisions

Future research e$orts would be well-rewarded by aligning inves-
tigative activities and design elements with the ongoing economic 
development and workforce development cluster studies being 
conducted at the University of Minnesota and DEED.

Our pilot study experience points to a number of areas where im-
provements in the research approach would likely result in valuable 
information for future decision-making:

• Reciprocity of economic bene"ts. Understanding mutuality 
and codependence would be valuable.  Our pilot study looked 
at a single directional (ow of in(uence: assessing the impact 
on the urban area due to an increase in output originating 
in rural Minnesota.  #ese "ndings should be extended via 
studies of the impact on rural Minnesota due to an increase in 
output originating in the urban area. 

• Clusters of interest. #is study addresses only two clusters, 
Manufacturing and Agribusiness, and these were very broadly 
de"ned.  Other clusters of di$ering degrees of speci"city also 
merit study, including “Education and Knowledge Creation” 
and other service sector clusters.

Next Steps

“Why did I come to this symposium, !e 
Rural Urban Gathering?

I grew up in Hancock, MN and am 
very concerned about the well-being of 
rural communities.  You cannot have 
e'ective energy, education and workforce 
development policy if it doesn’t include 
rural urban connections.  I hope to learn 
more about these connections.”

A"endee, University of Minnesota, Morris Center for 
Small Towns &  Rural-Urban Gathering, “Finding 
Solutions and Rede#ning Communities” June 9th and 
10th, 2010  Symposium
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• Improved articulations of  geography

•  Re"ning de"nitions of “urban” and “rural.” Our 
study used a grossly de"ned measure of urban and 
rural Minnesota.  Rochester, Duluth, St. Cloud, 
Mankato and Moorhead clearly merit treatment as 
non-rural areas, even if they are not included in the 
same category as Minneapolis and St. Paul. 

• De"ning regions. Beyond a clearer binary de"nition 
of “urban” and “rural,” planning and development 
studies could bene"t from a more nuanced de"nition 
of Minnesota’s economic regions. #is might be 
accomplished by analyzing regional trade (ows within 
and among Minnesota’s Economic Development 
Regions.

• Employing more expressive units of study. 
Using counties as our unit of analysis might not be 
ideal. Minnesota’s counties vary greatly in size and 
composition. Ramsey County is only 156 square 
miles, while St. Louis County is 6,335 square 
miles.   #ere are counties that are fairly uniformly 
rural (Traverse) or urban (Ramsey).  #ere are also 
counties, like St. Louis County, that are hard to 
classify as urban or rural because a mid-sized city 
(Duluth) causes local spike in population, while the 
great majority of the county’s landmass is clearly 
rural in terms of its land use and population density.  
Reporting by county may make developing useful 
comparisons di'cult. Researchers have proposed 
a number of approaches aimed at addressing this 
classi"cation issue.

• Cross-Border trading relationships. Our IARP/ IMPLAN 
model did not account for important trading connections 
with areas in bordering states, such as Fargo, North Dakota. 
One stream of future research might be directed towards 
using cluster/IO analysis to assess the relative “criticality” 
of speci"c neighboring (or more distant) regions in terms 
of their participation in Minnesota’s targeted industrial 
cluster networks.  

“We have treated rural and urban 
separately for so long, we have forgo#en 
how they are closely interlaced, especially 
in economic development. !e creation 
of the Rural Urban Steering Commi#ee 
as a part of this project to identify and 
map connections, can be a human and 
organizational &amework for ensuring 
that ideas, challenges, opportunities, 
policy etc are shared across the rural 
urban continuum so that we can more 
wisely plan for a thriving Minnesota across 
geography and sectors”

Jane Leonard, former president of Minnesota Rural 
Partners, Inc. and instigator of the Rural Urban 
Connections project, November 2010
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1. Michael Porter, #e Competitive Advantage of Nations, Free Press (1998).

2. Unlocking Rural Competitiveness: the Role of Regional Clusters,  ( January, 2007), reported published by Center for 
Regional Development at Purdue University, #e Indiana Business Research Center, at the Kelley School of Business at 
Indiana University, Indiana State Government and Strategic Development Group, Inc. Downloaded on May 5, 2010 at 
h%p://www.ibrc.indiana.edu/innovation/reports.html. 

3. For more information on NAICS codes please visit h%p://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/. #e IARP o&en collapses 
the six-digit NAICS (North American Industry Classi"cation System) codes, sometimes down to three digit NAICS 
sectors. For more details on how the IARP project converts NAICS codes to create clusters, please visit h%p://www.
statsamerica.org/innovation/industry_clusters.html and download “Aggregated Cluster De"nitions.”

4. According to IMPLAN results, $53,118,417,998 of Rural Minnesota’s total output of  $175,148,499,827 is generated in 
economic sectors excluded from cluster analysis. 

5. According to IMPLAN results, $118,088,343,977 of Urban Minnesota’s total output of $324,718,313,914 is generated in 
economic sectors excluded from cluster analysis. 

6. Downloaded from h%p://www.statsamerica.org/innovation/anydata/ on June 18, 2010.

7. For more information about the University of Wisconsin study, please visit h%p://reic.uwcc.wisc.edu/.

8. For more information, please visit h%p://www.implan.com.

9. Research on the Economic Impact of Cooperatives, Steven Deller, Ann Hoyt, Brent Hueth, Reka Sundaram-Stukel; University 
of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives, Revised June 19, 2009, p. 12.

10. Brigid Tuck, University of Minnesota’s Economic Impact Analysis Program and Business Retention and Expansion 
Program, personal correspondence.

11. “An industry is de"ned as ‘distinguishing’ by its location quotient (LQ). An LQ that is greater than 1.0 means that the share 
of employment in that industry is a region is higher than the average share for the rest of the country.”  Kyle Upho$, “Seeds 
of Change,” Minnesota Economic Trends, March 10,2010 p.1.  

12. “Rural Minnesota su$ering from 20% loss in manufacturing jobs since 2000” by Sharon Schmickle, Minn Post Oct 6, 2010, 
h%p://www.minnpost.com/stories/2010/10/06/22090/rural_minnesota_su$ering_from_20_loss_in_manufacturing_
jobs_since_2000. Downloaded 10/7/10.

13.  Understanding the Worker Needs of Manufacturers: 2007 Minnesota Skills Gap Survey, Executive Summary. h%p://www.
positivelyminnesota.com/Data_Publications/Data/Research_Reports/Workforce_Research/Minnesota_Skills_Gap_
Survey_Full_Report_2007.pdf. Downloaded 10/5/10.

14. Downloaded from h%p://www.statsamerica.org/innovation/industry_clusters.html and download “Aggregated Cluster De"nitions.” 

15. Ibid
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Appendices
A. IARP 2008 Minnesota’s Distribution of Employment by Cluster

Table 11 
IARP Comparing 2008 Rural and Urban Minnesota Cluster Size and Distribution of Jobs2

Cluster Name # of Employees In  this cluster 
throughout Minnesota

%  of Employees in this cluster 
employed in Rural MN

% of  Establishments in this cluster 
located in Rural MN

% of Wages earned in this cluster 
that are earned in Rural MN

Education & Knowledge 
Creation 

?@?=ABC3( BDE DFE DCE

Business & Financial Services >>DKF@E >F^ ?C^ =@^
Biomedical/Biotechnical 

(Life Sciences)4 
GC?=DCC DHE DHE @FE

Manufacturing GBC=HCA D@E DIE @BE
Information Technology & 

Telecommunications
=?=KFED ?B^ @@^ ?=^

Energy (Fossil & Renewable) =>BKEDA A@^ AB^ @D^
Advanced Materials =>AKDC= ?E^ @>^ ?=^

Arts, Entertainment, 
Recreation & Visitor 

Industries
EAK=>? A?^ AD^ @>^

Defense & Security DCK>== ??^ @A^ >D^
Agribusiness, Food Processing 

& Technology
D>KD?C D=^ D>^ CA^

Printing & Publishing CDK>>D ?=^ ?B^ >=^
Forest & Wood Products AAK=?F AB^ A=^ A>^

Transportation & Logistics BBKB>? ?A^ B>^ >A^
Chemicals & Chemical Based 

Products
@A=HHB DBE BFE @FE

Apparel & Textiles GB=ID? BHE @@E @FE
Glass & Ceramics GH=@A? IBE BCE F?E

Mining D=?DA CIE FBE CAE

Total All Industries ?=IFA=B?F DHE DAE @GE
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B. IMPLAN Results – Manufacturing
1 Statewide Impacts: Manufacturing 

Table 2
Statewide Imapcts: Manufacturing

Impact 
Type

Employment (# of 
positions gained) Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/

Employee
Direct 
E!ect

>KCD? &R=B@KEBDK?A>& &R>?EKE@AKBFF& &REEEKEEEKE?B& &RAEK>D@&

Indirect 
E!ect

=KE?C &R=FEKB??K==>& &R=CDKDADKF?F& &R??BK>?=KAA>& &RABKAEC&

Induced 
E!ect

=KCAF &RB?K?>FKEBF& &R==BK>EBK@EF& &R>F=KD?=KDEB& &R?BK=DD&

Total 
E!ect

BK@CF &R??CKE>>K@?>& &RA?AK=FFK=FF& &R=KA?DKFB?K?BF& &RA>K>??&

Table 3
Urban Impacts Manufacturing

Impact 
Type

Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/
Employee

Direct 
E!ect

&S&&& RF& RF& RF& RF

Indirect 
E!ect

&B>E& RAFKAFDK?E>& RD=K?>BKCFF& R=@CK>D?K=>F& &RDFK>DC&

Induced 
E!ect

&@=@& R>FK=A=KA@@& R?AKE=BKDFF& RBFKA?EKC>F& &R@DKBA>&

Total 
E!ect

&=KF@?& RCFKBAEKE?B& R==CK>@?KAFF& R>FCKD>>KD@D& &RBCKC>C&
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Table 2
Statewide Imapcts: Manufacturing

Impact 
Type

Employment (# of 
positions gained) Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/

Employee
Direct 
E!ect

>KCD? &R=B@KEBDK?A>& &R>?EKE@AKBFF& &REEEKEEEKE?B& &RAEK>D@&

Indirect 
E!ect

=KE?C &R=FEKB??K==>& &R=CDKDADKF?F& &R??BK>?=KAA>& &RABKAEC&

Induced 
E!ect

=KCAF &RB?K?>FKEBF& &R==BK>EBK@EF& &R>F=KD?=KDEB& &R?BK=DD&

Total 
E!ect

BK@CF &R??CKE>>K@?>& &RA?AK=FFK=FF& &R=KA?DKFB?K?BF& &RA>K>??&

Table 3
Urban Impacts Manufacturing

Impact 
Type

Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/
Employee

Direct 
E!ect

&S&&& RF& RF& RF& RF

Indirect 
E!ect

&B>E& RAFKAFDK?E>& RD=K?>BKCFF& R=@CK>D?K=>F& &RDFK>DC&

Induced 
E!ect

&@=@& R>FK=A=KA@@& R?AKE=BKDFF& RBFKA?EKC>F& &R@DKBA>&

Total 
E!ect

&=KF@?& RCFKBAEKE?B& R==CK>@?KAFF& R>FCKD>>KD@D& &RBCKC>C&

2. Urban Impacts: Manufacturing

Table 4
Urban Top 10 Sectors: Manufacturing
Sector Description  Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/Employee

319 _M$#7-/#7&%3/)7&5(-!07--7- &=>=& R==K@C=K=@B& R=EKB@>KFA>& R>EKD>=K@FF& &RE@KABD&

381 6/0/17.70%&$G&;$.:/0!7-&
/0)&70%73:3!-7- &D=& R=>K@?EKEBF& R=BKBD>KEB@& R>@K@E=KAAB& &R=A?KEBF&

360 27/#&7-%/%7&7-%/5#!-M.70%- &AC& R=KBAAK>DC& RDKFCAKFDA& R=FK?@CK@>D& &R>EK>@A&

413 H$$)&-73<!;7-&/0)&)3!0\!01&
:#/;7- &A?& R=KFCEK?D?& R=KBF@KBFA& R?KF?=KEFE& &R>FK?>C&

382 ,.:#$*.70%&-73<!;7- &@=& R=K=@FK>CA& R=K>>EKEFB& R=KACDK?CF& &R>CKD=>&

356
'7;(3!%!7-K&;$..$)!%*&
;$0%3/;%-K&!0<7-%.70%-K&/0)&
37#/%7)&/;%!<!%!7-

&?>& R?K=C=KF@A& R?K>?FKF>F& RBKC?=KB>C& &RECKDC>&

367 `71/#&-73<!;7- &=D& R=KBB=K=A>& R>K=@EKC>@& R?K>DEKDEF& &RE=K>C>&

394
TGU;7-&$G&:M*-!;!/0-K&
)70%!-%-K&/0)&$%M73&M7/#%M&
:3/;%!%!$073-

&=D& R=K@BDKC?=& R=KCFCKA?B& R>K@F=KCCC& &RD?KE>C&

397 "3!</%7&M$-:!%/#- &=C& R=KFEDKACF& R=K=A?KC=>& R>KFEBKDE=& &RBAK?E=&

369 P3;M!%7;%(3/#K&701!0773!01K&
/0)&37#/%7)&-73<!;7- &=C& R=K=EEK?@C& R=K>=BKB=C& R>KFD?K@?>& &RC>KBDD&
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3. Rural Impacts:  Manufacturing

Table 6 
Top 10 Sectors: Manufacturing

Sector Description  Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/ 
Employee

195 6/;M!07&-M$:- &?F@& R=BK@DDKED>& R>=KAEFKC>@& RAFKDADKE@F& &RA@K>@F&

319 _M$#7-/#7&%3/)7&5(-!07--7- &>CF& R=BKDB?K=CB& R>DKDE=K=D>& R@AK==@K=?>& &RB>KA>B&

413 H$$)&-73<!;7-&/0)&)3!0\!01&:#/;7- &>?>& R?K>??KEE@& R@KDFCK=>B& R=FKBD@K>>A& &R=?KE>>&

294 P##&$%M73&%3/0-:$3%/%!$0&7O(!:.70%&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=C?& R=>KF=CK=EB& R=EKEA?KF=D& R==DKEEAK@@D& &RBEK?F?&

187 T30/.70%/#&/0)&/3;M!%7;%(3/#&
.7%/#&:3$)(;%-&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=BC& RDKE??KB=@& R=>K>>AKDDA& R?AKDAFKDDF& &RA?K@?=&

283 6$%$3&<7M!;#7&:/3%-&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=@B& RDKEDCKC=>& REKE>AK=>E& RAFK>=BKEBD& &RB=KA=D&

203 H/3.&./;M!073*&/0)&7O(!:.70%&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=?D& RCKCDEKE>D& R=@KC@>K?C@& RCAKD@FKD@F& &RABK@EF&

291 W$/%&5(!#)!01 &=??& RCK>?BKF=>& RCKEEDK>F>& R??KB?AKBA>& &RA@K?BA&

228 6/%73!/#&M/0)#!01&7O(!:.70%&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &==B& RBKAAEKFDC& RDKB@BK=F?& R@=K=EDK>DF& &RABKB@>&

205 N$0-%3(;%!$0&./;M!073*&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=FE& RBKECFK>EC& R=>KADDKCBA& RD?KF?=K>B@& &RB@KFBA&

Table 5
Rural Impacts Manufacturing

Impact 
Type

Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/
Employee

Direct 
E!ect

&>KCD?& R=B@KEBDK?A>& R>?EKE@AKBFF& REEEKEEEKE?B& &RAEK>D@&

Indirect 
E!ect

&=K?FD& RAEK=>@KC>F& RECKA?=K??F& R=DDKE@DK@?>& &R@AK>F>&

Induced 
E!ect

&=K??B& R@?K=BEK@=B& RDFK?CEKBEF& R=@=K>E>K=CB& &R?>K?>>&

Total 
E!ect

&AK@>B& R>BCK>B>K@EB& R@=CKDABKBFF& R=K??FK>@FKA=>& &R@EK>A@&

Table 6 
Rural Top 10 Sectors: Manufacturing

Sector Description  Employment Labor Income Value Added Output
Dollars/ 

Employee

195 6/;M!07&-M$:- &?F@& R=BK@DDKED>& R>=KAEFKC>@& RAFKDADKE@F& &RA@K>@F&

319 _M$#7-/#7&%3/)7&5(-!07--7- &>CF& R=BKDB?K=CB& R>DKDE=K=D>& R@AK==@K=?>& &RB>KA>B&

413 H$$)&-73<!;7-&/0)&)3!0\!01&
:#/;7- &>?>& R?K>??KEE@& R@KDFCK=>B& R=FKBD@K>>A& &R=?KE>>&

294 P##&$%M73&%3/0-:$3%/%!$0&
7O(!:.70%&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=C?& R=>KF=CK=EB& R=EKEA?KF=D& R==DKEEAK@@D& &RBEK?F?&

187
T30/.70%/#&/0)&
/3;M!%7;%(3/#&.7%/#&:3$)(;%-&
./0(G/;%(3!01

&=BC& RDKE??KB=@& R=>K>>AKDDA& R?AKDAFKDDF& &RA?K@?=&

283 6$%$3&<7M!;#7&:/3%-&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=@B& RDKEDCKC=>& REKE>AK=>E& RAFK>=BKEBD& &RB=KA=D&

203 H/3.&./;M!073*&/0)&
7O(!:.70%&./0(G/;%(3!01 &=?D& RCKCDEKE>D& R=@KC@>K?C@& RCAKD@FKD@F& &RABK@EF&

291 W$/%&5(!#)!01 &=??& RCK>?BKF=>& RCKEEDK>F>& R??KB?AKBA>& &RA@K?BA&

228 6/%73!/#&M/0)#!01&7O(!:.70%&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &==B& RBKAAEKFDC& RDKB@BK=F?& R@=K=EDK>DF& &RABKB@>&

205 N$0-%3(;%!$0&./;M!073*&
./0(G/;%(3!01 &=FE& RBKECFK>EC& R=>KADDKCBA& RD?KF?=K>B@& &RB@KFBA&
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C. IMPLAN results – Agribusiness, Food Processing & Technology
1. Statewide Impacts: Agribusiness

Table 7
Statewide Impacts: Agribusiness 

Impact 
Type

Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/
Employee

Direct 
E!ect

&?KBE?& &RE@KEBFKAC>& &R>B>KFB?K==B& &REEEKEEEKEEC& &R>AKC=?&

Indirect 
E!ect

&>K?D?& &R=F=KA>BKF?F& &R>F=KDA=KAF=& &R@ACKC=CKED?& &R@>KBFD&

Induced 
E!ect

&=K>B?& &R@AK???KFF=& &RD?K@D@KAEF& &R=@@KDDDKD>C& &R?AKDEB&

Total 
E!ect

&CK??E& &R>@=KD=EKBF?& &RA@CK?EEK>FC& &R=KBF>KBFBKDFC& &R?>KEA=&
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2. Urban Impacts: Agribusiness 

Table 8
Urban Impacts: Agribusiness

Impact 
Type

 Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/
Employee

Direct 
E!ect

&S&&& RF& RF& RF& RF

Indirect 
E!ect

&@A@& R??KAEDK@C@& RACK>EDKC=A& REEK=DDKDE=& &RC?KEC?&

Induced 
E!ect

&>D=& R=?KC?CK?BB& R>@K@C?KDE>& R@=K>@DK>A>& &R@DKDDC&

Total 
E!ect

&C?A& R@CK??AKD?E& RD=KCC>KBFC& R=@FK@?CK=@?& &RB@K?DA&

Table 9
Top 10 Sectors: Agribusiness

Sector Description  Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/
Employee

319 _M$#7-/#7&Q3/)7&5(-!07-- &EB& REKF>?KAAB& R=AK@A=KF@>& R>?K@ADK@?>& &RE@K@DC&

360 27/#&7-%/%7&7-%/5#!-M.70%- &C@& R>K=A=K?AE& R=FK@EAK=F=& R=?K@@DK@@F& &R>EK>CF&

381 6/0/17.70%&$G&;$.:/0!7-&/0)&
70%73:3!-7- &A@& RDK>@BKFF@& R==KFADKA?D& R=BK>?@KACA& &R=A?KD@?&

413 H$$)&-73<!;7-&/0)&)3!0\!01&:#/;7- &?A& RC==KBBF& R=KFACKEAF& R=KEEEKFF=& &R>FK???&

382 ,.:#$*.70%&-73<!;7- &>B& RC>FK@?E& RCCCKFBE& REECK>??& &R>CKD=B&

19 '(::$3%&/;%!<!%!7-&G$3&/13!;(#%(37&
/0)&G$37-%3* &>>& RBE@KAFB& RA=EKDDB& RCFDKFBF& &R?=KABD&

356 '7;(3!%!7-K&;$..$)!%*&;$0%3/;%-K&
!0<7-%.70%-K&/0)&37#/%7)&/;%!<!%!7- &=C& R=KBA@KCCF& R=KBDAKA@B& R?KA=>KD=A& &RECKE=A&

335 Q3/0-:$3%&5*&%3(;\ &=>& RBEBK>F@& RE>EK@EB& R=KCADK=?F& &RADKAFA&

354
6$07%/3*&/(%M$3!%!7-&/0)&
)7:$-!%$3*&;37)!%&!0%73.7)!/%!$0&
/;%!<!%!7-

&=>& RE>CK??@& R>K@??KADB& R?K?E=KA=@& &RCDKADD&

367 `71/#&-73<!;7- &=>& R=KFCAK=@@& R=K?E=K?BF& R>K=>EK?FD& &RE=K==@&

Table 9
Urban Top 10 Sectors: Agribusiness

Sector Description  Employment Labor Income Value Added Output
Dollars/

Employee

319 _M$#7-/#7&Q3/)7&5(-!07-- &EB& REKF>?KAAB& R=AK@A=KF@>& R>?K@ADK@?>& &RE@K@DC&

360 27/#&7-%/%7&7-%/5#!-M.70%- &C@& R>K=A=K?AE& R=FK@EAK=F=& R=?K@@DK@@F& &R>EK>CF&

381 6/0/17.70%&$G&;$.:/0!7-&
/0)&70%73:3!-7- &A@& RDK>@BKFF@& R==KFADKA?D& R=BK>?@KACA& &R=A?KD@?&

413 H$$)&-73<!;7-&/0)&)3!0\!01&
:#/;7- &?A& RC==KBBF& R=KFACKEAF& R=KEEEKFF=& &R>FK???&

382 ,.:#$*.70%&-73<!;7- &>B& RC>FK@?E& RCCCKFBE& REECK>??& &R>CKD=B&

19 '(::$3%&/;%!<!%!7-&G$3&
/13!;(#%(37&/0)&G$37-%3* &>>& RBE@KAFB& RA=EKDDB& RCFDKFBF& &R?=KABD&

356
'7;(3!%!7-K&;$..$)!%*&
;$0%3/;%-K&!0<7-%.70%-K&/0)&
37#/%7)&/;%!<!%!7-

&=C& R=KBA@KCCF& R=KBDAKA@B& R?KA=>KD=A& &RECKE=A&

335 Q3/0-:$3%&5*&%3(;\ &=>& RBEBK>F@& RE>EK@EB& R=KCADK=?F& &RADKAFA&

354
6$07%/3*&/(%M$3!%!7-&
/0)&)7:$-!%$3*&;37)!%&
!0%73.7)!/%!$0&/;%!<!%!7-

&=>& RE>CK??@& R>K@??KADB& R?K?E=KA=@& &RCDKADD&

367 `71/#&-73<!;7- &=>& R=KFCAK=@@& R=K?E=K?BF& R>K=>EK?FD& &RE=K==@&
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3. Rural Impacts: Agribusiness

Table 10
Rural Impacts: Agribusiness

Impact 
Type

Employment
Labor 

Income Value Added Output Dollars/
Employee

Direct 
E!ect

&?KBE?& RE@KEBFKAC>& R>B>KFB?K==B& REEEKEEEKEEC& &R>AKC=?&

Indirect 
E!ect

&=KE>E& RBCKE>CKAAB& R=@@KAA>KCDB& R?ADKA>EKFE>& &R?AK>>=&

Induced 
E!ect

&ED>& R?=KAEAKB?A& RAEKF=FKBED& R=F?KB@FKACA& &R?>K=CD&

Total 
E!ect

&BKBF@& R=E@K@D?KCB@& R@BAKB>BKBFF& R=K@B>K=BEKBB@& &R>EK@A=&

Table 11
Top Ten Sectors: Agribusiness
Sector Sector Description  Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/Employee 

2 Y3/!0&G/3.!01 &EBB& R=?KACEK=DE& RCEKBC@KECB& R=BAKCE>K@B@& &R=@KFAE&

14 P0!./#&:3$)(;%!$0K&7J;7:%&
;/%%#7&/0)&:$(#%3*&/0)&711- &D?@& RBKFF@K>BF& R?BKECBK?@D& RCAKAA?KFAB& &RCK>FF&

1 T!#-77)&G/3.!01 &@>B& RDK?BAKD>E& R@FK@=DK>?B& RE?KAADK@@D& &R=EKBB=&

9 '(1/3;/07&/0)&-(1/3&577%&
G/3.!01 &?=A& R?K?>AK=FE& RDK?=BKD@F& R=EKB@AK@=F& &R=FKA@?&

       19 '(::$3%&/;%!<!%!7-&G$3&
/13!;(#%(37&/0)&G$37-%3* &?F>& REK>EBK>@D& RBKDADKDDF& REK?AEK=C?& &R?FKCC>&

12 ]/!3*&;/%%#7&/0)&.!#\&
:3$)(;%!$0 &>E>& R>KEFAK@B@& R>DKBCCK=DD& RCBKB?=KABF& &REKE@?&

59
P0!./#&I7J;7:%&:$(#%3*L&
-#/(1M%73!01K&370)73!01K&/0)&
:3$;7--!01

&>C>& R=?KB>EK@CC& R=AK>@DKDCF& R=??KF@DK?A>& &RAFKFC>&

11 N/%%#7&3/0;M!01&/0)&G/3.!01 &>C>& R?KFC=KA>?& R=FKBFEK>=E& RB=KB=CK@BD& &R==K>EC&

319 _M$#7-/#7&%3/)7&5(-!07--7- &>=D& R=?KB==KCBC& R>?K?>FKB?D& R?BK@=AKB>@& &RB>KA>A&

60 "$(#%3*&:3$;7--!01 &=D?& RDK=>?KB>E& RDKBC=KC=A& R@@K@DFKF@D& &R@@K?=E&

Table 11
Rural Top Ten Sectors: Agribusiness
Sector Sector Description  Employment Labor Income Value Added Output Dollars/Employee 

2 Y3/!0&H/3.!01 &EBB& R=?KACEK=DE& RCEKBC@KECB& R=BAKCE>K@B@& &R=@KFAE&

14
P0!./#&:3$)(;%!$0K&
7J;7:%&;/%%#7&/0)&:$(#%3*&
/0)&711-

&D?@& RBKFF@K>BF& R?BKECBK?@D& RCAKAA?KFAB& &RCK>FF&
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Notes to Appendices
1. #e clusters are listed in descending order of relevance to Minnesota’s employment picture.  Clusters at the top of the table 

contribute more jobs to Minnesota’s economy than do the clusters at the bo%om of the table.

2.  2008 data taken from Stats America h%p://www.statsamerica.org/innovation/anydata/ downloaded July 15, 2010, 
Original data Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment & Wages (QCEW) and Purdue 
Center for Regional Development (cluster de"nitions).

3. Bolding indicates the cluster is of particular relevance to the economic contribution made by rural Minnesota.

4. Biomedical/Biotechnical (Life Sciences) Cluster is slightly modi"ed in order to contend with data suppression issues at 
County Levels.  #e calculation presented in this Table Includes nine NAICS codes (‘621111’, ‘621112’ ,’621210’, ‘621310’, 
‘621320’ ,’621330’ ,’621340’ ,’621391’ and ‘621399’) which are traditionally excluded from the cluster.  #ese NAICS codes 
refer to o'ces of physicians, o'ces of mental health specialists and mental health practitioners, dentists, chiropractors and 
other health practitioners, Optometrists, Physical, Occupational and Speech #erapists and Audiologists, Podiatrists, and 
all other miscellaneous Health Practitioners.  Some clinics and centers are included in these NAICS codes.
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